Rapid structural characterization of human antibody-antigen complexes through experimentally validated computational docking.
If we understand the structural rules governing antibody (Ab)-antigen (Ag) interactions in a given virus, then we have the molecular basis to attempt to design and synthesize new epitopes to be used as vaccines or optimize the antibodies themselves for passive immunization. Comparing the binding of several different antibodies to related Ags should also further our understanding of general principles of recognition. To obtain and compare the three-dimensional structure of a large number of different complexes, however, we need a faster method than traditional experimental techniques. While biocomputational docking is fast, its results might not be accurate. Combining experimental validation with computational prediction may be a solution. As a proof of concept, here we isolated a monoclonal Ab from the blood of a human donor recovered from dengue virus infection, characterized its immunological properties, and identified its epitope on domain III of dengue virus E protein through simple and rapid NMR chemical shift mapping experiments. We then obtained the three-dimensional structure of the Ab/Ag complex by computational docking, using the NMR data to drive and validate the results. In an attempt to represent the multiple conformations available to flexible Ab loops, we docked several different starting models and present the result as an ensemble of models equally agreeing with the experimental data. The Ab was shown to bind a region accessible only in part on the viral surface, explaining why it cannot effectively neutralize the virus.